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PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

Horizontal Cooperation
OAS – CICAD / BRAZIL - SENAD

Joint coordination – Total cooperation value: US$ 817,000

Brazil: US$ 617,000
CICAD: US$ 200,000
Programs and Projects

Project Areas:

a) Academic
b) Research

NATIONAL DIMENSION

Integrated Educational Academic Programs:
CICAD/SENAD/Ministry of Education of Brazil

- Inclusion of the “drug” theme
- Undergraduate and Postgraduate Diploma
- Research and Extension Studies
- Regions: North, Northeast and Mid-West of Brazil
INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

Regional Capacitating Program
(CICAD/SENAD/Ministry of Education of Brazil)

Online Research Specialization
* Health professionals and other professionals from related areas
* Scope: Latin America and African Portuguese Speaking Countries

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

Research Program: CICAD/SENAD/ National Public Safety Secretary of Brazil
(Multicentric Study – Pilot Program)

• 11 Countries
• 23 Universities

“Women, Drugs and Violence in the Americas”